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Quantum simulation and information 
with trapped ultracold atoms



ULTRACOLD ATOMS

Ultracold atoms are ideal building blocks for artificial quantum systems

 Very cold: 100 million times colder than space, T~100 nK

Very controllable: manipulate internal and motional states,  
tune strength and nature of interactions, choose quantum statistics,  
precisely adjust the confinement potentials and dimensionality, …

 Very dilute: million times thinner than the air of this room, n ~ 1012 atoms/cm3
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tune strength and nature of interactions, choose quantum statistics,  
precisely adjust the confinement potentials and dimensionality, …

 Very dilute: million times thinner than the air of this room, n ~ 1012 atoms/cm3

Atoms have many handles!
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ATOMIC SYSTEMS FOR FUNDAMENTAL SCIENCE

Chou, Hume, Rosenband & Wineland, Science 329 (2010) 33 cm vertical shift ⇾ (4.1±1.6) × 10−17



TRAPPED SINGLE ATOMS AS QUBITS

Ebadi et al. Nature 595 (2021) 

Scazza Part B2 OrbiDynaMIQs

ERC Starting Grant 2020
Research proposal [Part B2]

Part B2: The scientific proposal

Section a. State-of-the-art and objectives

Summary: OrbiDynaMIQs project in a nutshell

Impurities and mediated interactions are far-reaching concepts in physics, spanning diverse fields from con-
densed matter to high-energy physics. In OrbiDynaMIQs, I will develop a novel experimental platform for
addressing significant open questions in a large class of quantum many-body problems based on localized spin
impurities and their fermion-mediated spin-spin interactions. In particular, I will realize a versatile quan-
tum simulator based on ultracold fermionic ytterbium atoms, featuring a short experimental cycle < 1 s
and single-site resolved clock-state control. Exploiting the recent progress in manipulating single atoms
by optical tweezers, I will experimentally investigate the non-equilibrium dynamics and the quantum deco-
herence of single impurities pinned within one- and two-dimensional itinerant fermionic environments. I will
first focus on the dynamical and spatial behaviour of the Kondo effect, as well as its relation to the orthog-
onality catastrophe and the dissipative two-state model. With two localized spins, I will explore the emergence
of fermion-mediated RKKY spin-spin interactions. Creating larger arrays of localized spins in a mobile
fermion band, I will realize the Kondo lattice model and study its intriguing quantum critical regime, resulting
from the competition between the Kondo singlet formation and the RKKY-induced magnetic ordering. The
high-fidelity microscopic control of the orbital degree of freedom in synthetic Kondo-like systems will lay
the groundwork for studies of geometrically frustrated magnetism and exotic spin liquids in two-orbital
SU(N )-symmetric Hamiltonians, based on the the high nuclear spin of ytterbium atoms.
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Figure 1: (a) A tightly focused optical tweezer creates an attractive potential to trap single ytterbium atoms. Tweezers
at �t ' 532 nm are used to trap atoms in the |gi state (blue) for the initial sample preparation. (b) An optical tweezer
at the tune-out wavelength �zg ' 552 nm allows to pin a single interacting |ei-state atom (yellow) within an itinerant
fermion system. (c) Increasing the number of tune-out tweezers allows to localize multiple spins in a fermionic reservoir,
enabling e.g. the study of the two-impurity Kondo model at adjustable impurity separation. (d) The Kondo lattice model
is realized using an array of tune-out tweezers, creating a unity-filled ne = 1 lattice of |ei-state atoms, localized within
a mobile |gi-atom band. The tuning parameters of the model are the relative strength between the |gi-state tunnelling tg

and the Kondo exchange Vex, and the |gi-state conduction band filling factor ng  1.

Introduction: Many-body physics of the Kondo effect

A minimal description of electron correlations in solid materials is afforded by the celebrated Hubbard model.
However, the Hubbard model corresponds to the simplest description of solid state materials, assuming the
motion of all particles to be confined within a single orbital state. In many cases, the orbital degree of freedom
and its interplay with the electron spin play a decisive role. A prominent example is the Kondo effect (KE)
the Kondo effect (KE) [1, 2], a pristine many-body phenomenon where a single localized spin impurity is
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Quantum information stored in insensitive internal spin states

Optical tweezer micro-trap

>200 qubits

Single atom
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ATOMIC ENSEMBLES AS QUANTUM SIMULATORS

Condensed matter phenomena

Model Hamiltonian

Physical realisation

Optical latticeCrystal lattice

‣ Repeated measurements ➙ Evaluate 
correlation functions! 

‣ Probe out-of-equilibrium physics at play!
Greif et al., Science 351 (2016)



Optical table at MPQ, Munich



ArQuS Lab: Ytterbium atoms in programmable micro-traps
Single-atom manipulation with metrological-grade control

Quantum simulation of localized spin impurities  
with optically trapped fermionic Yb atoms

OrbiDynaMIQs

Multiplexed optical clocks and nuclear qubit registers  
Atomic 171Yb state manipulation on the clock transition
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